
ROMANTIC 
E X P E R I E N C E S



We have some beautiful secluded spots around 
the island for you to enjoy as part of our                 
destination dining offering. If you are looking for 
something special and want to hire the venue 
exclusively, please feel free to discuss with your 
Guest Experience Ambassador or the Restaurant 
management. Private tables or exclusive venues 
remain subject to availability and may carry an 
additional charge depending on your reserved 
benefits.

One of our most romantic experience... we can         
organise an outdoor cinema for you at Beach/        
Driftwood (on suitable nights). Choose your 
favourite movie, sit on beanbags with popcorn 
and drinks served, and experience the sun 
change colour and disappear before the starry 
sky arrives. 

PRIVATE 
DESTINATION DINING

SUNSET MOVIE 
EXPERIENCE 

USD $175++ per person

USD $300++

*Activities subject to 10% service charge and 10% tax.



Irrelevant of your religious beliefs, this is a                      
beautiful and incredibly rich cultural experience.       
Receive a Blessing from our local Cambodian Monks 
on the Island in a quiet destination of your choice 
or in the privacy of your villa. Three monks from the 
Prek Svay Pagoda will come to the island where our 
staff will transform a revered location into a beautiful 
setup. The monks will chant to drive away negative 
energies before bringing in positive water blessings, 
followed by the tying of a little red string around your 
wrist. In Buddhism, the colour red holds tremendous 
significance, a symbol that impacts one’s life and  
sustenance and takes care of the life force as well as 
compassion. In addition, red also represents 
fearlessness, courage and bravery. This is one of our 
Song Saa must-do’s and is a highly recommended 
experience for reaffirming a family or loved one’s 
connection.

Please refer to our Blessing & Ceremony brochure for 
more information on our packages.

TRADITIONAL 
MONK BLESSING
USD $200++

*Activities subject to 10% service charge and 10% tax.



Take the fast boat to an unspoilt beach to feel like 
Robinson Crusoe for the moment! We will set up 
a wonderful picnic for you as well as snorkel gear 
to explore the marine environment. You will also 
have opportunities to snorkel during transit to and 
from the beach!

Borrow the snorkel gear from our Water Sports 
team to explore Song Saa’s ‘House Reef’, which 
is found all around Vista overwater restaurant and 
lounge. 

Please show extra care when using fins to prevent 
damaging corals.

One of our must-do’s! 

Learn to create your own afternoon tea “Khmer 
style” using local ingredients! Traditional Tea and 
Cake.

Usually prepared in the Chef’s Garden Dining 
Room area amongst the trees.

FIVE MILE BEACH 
PICNIC – PRIVATE

HOUSE REEF 
SNORKELLING 

KHMER AFTERNOON TEA 
MAKING CEREMONY
USD $40++ per person

USD $1,200++ per trip

*Activities subject to 10% service charge and 10% tax.



Relax at our romantic sunset viewpoint and         
enjoy a bottle of Champagne with canapés 
as you watch the sun sink behind the hills of 
Koh Rong.

One of our favourite experiences here 
on the island; set sail to see the sunset 
and into the Thai Gulf on one of our                
traditional fishing boats.

Complimentary glass of ‘bubbly’ and      
finger food is provided. 

If you would like to surprise a loved one 
for their arrival at the property, our artistic 
team will organise a special flowerbed                
decoration and bath with candles for you. 
Make that special occasion or last night     
extra memorable!

SUNDOWNERS 
AT THE POINT

TRADITIONAL STYLE 
SUNSET CRUISE 
– PRIVATE

FLOWER BED 
DECORATION & 
FLOWER BATH 

USD $200++ for up to 4 people

USD $50++ 

USD $200++ 2 people

*Activities subject to 10% service charge and 10% tax.



Our location is one of the few lucky places in the world to naturally house Bioluminescent Plankton 
in the water on a regular basis after dark. You might be lucky enough to see it on the main beach 
at night or if you are residing in the Overwater Villas!

However, we recommend travelling to deeper waters by boat for a more spectacular experience! 
Please discuss with your hosts if you would like to get in the water and snorkel with this amazing 
underwater ‘light show’.

BIOLUMINESCENCE
USD $320++ per private trip

*Activities subject to 10% service charge and 10% tax.



The Traditional Khmer Wedding Ritual begins with 
a relaxing Karuna Kaya massage, which allows           
energy to flow around the body. Pampering 
continues with a scrub made from a rich blend of 
turmeric, tamarind, rice powder and Mondulkiri 
province honey and then natural yogurt is applied 
to nurture and replenish the delicate skin. Finally, 
a long soak in a tropical floral bath at your leisure                 
before the therapist applies a fragrant floral 
moisturising cream to nourish and rehydrate the 
skin. 

Our wellness experts will prepare your ritual along 
with some sliced fruit and relaxing tea in the Spa       
Villa for you. This treatment is also ideal to celebrate 
a special occasion for a loved one. 

KHMER WEDDING RITUAL 
– 120 MINUTES
USD $200+++ per person

*Spa treatments subject to 10% service charge,10% tax and 10% government  
  specific tax.



This treatment especially designed for         
couples will focus on three chakras: 

Sacral, which represents our ability to           
accept others and new experiences; Heart, 
representing our ability to love; and Crown, 
our highest chakra and represents our ability 
to be fully connected spiritually. 

Exquisite oils of rose (the oil of love), orange 
blossom (encourages a sense of bliss) and 
jasmine (stimulates the flow of love) are used 
in both the body scrub and bath. 

Once relaxation has been achieved, a       
Kundalini back massage will gently stimulate 
the chakra at the base of the spine to 
invigorate the body. To complete the chakra 
realignment, an express facial will reinstill 
harmony and connection. This treatment is 
for couples but can also be adapted for one 
person should you wish. 

COUPLES CONNECT 
NIGHT SPA RITUAL 
– 150 MINUTES 
USD $750+++ per couple / 
USD $380+++ per person

We have developed our spa and           
wellness treatments around three themes 
- Stillness, Healing and Blessings. Each 
theme covers Face therapy, Body Wrap, 
Body Scrub and traditonal Spa Ritual. 
Please contact our team for details.

*Spa treatments subject to 10% service charge,10% tax and   
  10% government specific tax.



Partners support each other in a modified        
sequence of postures. This private yoga    
workshop explores restorative and 
challenging poses designed specifically for 
couples with a mix of Thai yoga massage. 
It helps both individuals to move beyond  
self-limiting ideas of what each can and 
cannot do and to develop a deeper                   
connection to one another.

COUPLE’S HATHA YOGA 
– 60 MINUTES 
USD $100++ per person

*Activities subject to 10% service charge and 10% tax.




